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Abstract
This study examined the types of writing emphasised in secondary school and
university. The specific aspects studied were the genres that students write best,
genres frequently written in school, and genres frequently required in written
coursework assignments in university. The data on school writing were obtained
from questionnaires distributed to 235 students enrolled in English courses in two
Malaysian universities whereas the data on university coursework assignments were
obtained through interviews with lecturers in the two universities. The results
showed that there is a mismatch between types of writing emphasised in school and
university. Students frequently write recount and discussion in school but university
coursework frequently requires assignments to be written in the form of research
articles and explanations. In view of the different emphases in school and university
writing, students entering university have difficulty coping with academic discourse.
The findings suggest that it is beneficial to sensitise university students to textual
conventions of commonly used academic genres at university to speed up their
learning of academic discourse.
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Introduction
Students who enter university often cannot handle academic writing well because of
the different nature of writing emphasised in secondary school and university (Cullip
& Carol, 2002). Compilation of related information from different sources is no
longer sufficient as students need to critically evaluate information and cite
authoritative sources to make their point. Studies have shown that students cannot
get by with general writing skills at university. For example, Horowitz’s (1986)
analysis of 54 written assignments from 29 courses in a United States university
revealed that the common types of writing are “summary of/reaction to a reading,
annotated bibliography, report on a specified participatory experience, connection
of theory and data, case study, synthesis of multiple sources, and research project”
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